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I wish to share with you the process of rebuilding the 

interactive learning center: the transformation of  

“La Guarida” into the new Center for Animal Research 

– in Spanish “Central de Investigación Animal” (CIA) –  

an interactive learning center for schools and families 

to play and learn about animal behavior.

La Guarida: learning through play
“La Guarida” (The Den) was opened in 1998 and was 

built with the aim of offering a high quality educational 

alternative for our visitors, that could be a tool for 

local teachers and parents in discussing three main 

themes: ecosystems, animal characteristics and animal 

adaptations.

This interactive learning center provided a unique 

opportunity to develop the capacity of children and 

adults to learn through play – one of the elements on 

which the interactive concept is based.

Healthy childhood development depends on emphasizing 

the activities that children carry out in relation to play. 

Thus, it is important that the methods applied in the 

games offered at the interactive learning center bear 

upon the following aspects of their lives:

SOCIAL ASPECTS: because it involves the coordination 

of activities with one or more partners, most of the game 

forms work in a natural way between boys and girls of 

similar ages. It may also strengthen the relationship 

between children and adults if they participate together 

in a play activity.

CREATIVE ASPECTS: as children have the freedom to 

try new ideas during play, it stimulates the imagination, 

which is the basis for creative development.

PHYSICAL ASPECTS: it provides total body exercise 

and helps develop coordination.
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Guadalajara Zoo has over the past 19 years developed numerous new attractions for local and 

foreign visitors in the State of Jalisco in Mexico. Animal exhibits have increased by 50% since the 

Zoo was opened in 1988. The Education Department has developed new educational concepts such 

as Huentitán Naturaleza de Noche (Nocturnal House), the Safari Masai Mara, the Herpetarium, a 

recently opened Children´s Vet Clinic, and one of the most important education buildings on site: 

the Central de Investigación Animal (CIA) – a renewed interactive learning center.
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It helps with INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT in a 

problem-solving environment because players learn to 

analyze data and make decisions in an informal way.

The game provides a feeling of SECURITY AND  

SELF-ESTEEM because it makes children the owners 

of the environment in which they are playing.

The rules of the game prepare the individual to 

ACCEPT LIMITS, also in a wider social dimension.

“La Guarida” received more than 1.5 million visitors. 

Visitors relate their experiences and in turn stimulate 

family members, friends, partners, even teachers to 

visit – so there is a mix of sexes, ages, experiences  

and knowledge.

Developing the CIA 
The CIA is the result of eight years of testing, failing, 

redesigning and testing again to find the very best way to:  

– communicate educational themes and concepts 

(content) 

– offer a contemporary surrounding

– design successful interactive exhibits for children of 

different ages and skills

– provoke reflection

– spark feelings 

– create pleasant sensory experiences, enticing 

visitors to come back for more

CIA’s development team goals were to:

– renew the formative (culture and education) 

 offerings for schools and families

– continue the educational aim of the Department  

– update and innovate the infrastructure and  

contemporary “science view” of exhibits

– design a creative approach to different publics

– communicate scientific educational content

– offer an attractive way to interact with animal 

subjects linked to peoples’ everyday life

– provoke reflection about the world we share with 

others (animals and people)

The main idea was to show “bits and pieces” of a whole 

day in an animal’s as well as in a person’s life. We wanted 

to present several behavioral analogies between animals 

and humans aimed at a unique conclusion: “We have 

the same problems” – the morning and the awakening, 

the afternoon and the development followed by the 

night and the resting or death.

CIA’s mission
The mission of the Centre is to redefine the role of zoos 

as interactive museums in the 21st century; engaging 

people in a dialogue, to create meanings from the past, 

present and future concerning wildlife, environment 

and human behaviors.

Human invention, innovation and creativity have reached 

breakneck speed. Such is the avalanche of change in the 

fields that CIA represents – science, technology, environ-

ment, the arts and media. The mission is an imperative 

for everyone – zoo staff and visitors – to try to make 

sense of the rapid and often confusing developments. 

The underlying idea: today’s world is becoming increa-

singly complex. The future reaches us quicker than ever 

before and one has to seek knowledge for oneself. 

Otherwise, those with vested interests will shape your 

development and your future for you.
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However, CIA wants to give people more than just 

facts. CIA wants to stimulate questioning, to provoke  

a personal response. Moreover, it aims to:

– ENGAGE PEOPLE: to reach everyone at every level 

regardless whether you are African or Mexican, 

young or old, broke or bountiful, KNOWLEDGE IS 

ESSENTIAL.

– CREATE DIALOGUE: there isn’t a set of policies 

which we want to glue into your mind forever; we 

want to move back the furniture and create the 

space that is essential for dialogue between all 

kinds of people. We want to help provide everyone 

with a toolkit for developing their own opinions.  

The CIA’s answer is clear: “Make up your own mind”.

The art of creating meaning
Physically, the center is divided into 3 main sections: 

the morning, the afternoon and the night. Every visitor 

that enters the CIA is an animal researcher, called 

AGENT Z-008. He or she gets his or her agent ID and 

will be able to use it in several terminals identified by 

the sign PODER IP (In Spanish: Investigador Picudo (IP) 

meaning Cool Researcher’s Power). In every section there 

are exhibits with different interactive possibilities:

– some have software games

– some have mechanical devices 

– some have graphic images to be observed and spot 

things or details

– some are “team challenges” 

– some are workshops conducted by guides

– others are “life scenes” acted by guides

Behind every object there is an idea, and surroundings 

are endless human stories. Within one object a million 

stories breathe forever. These are the kind of connec-

tions we want to make in people’s minds:

– BECOMING SUSTAINABLE: we have to make sure 

that our development today does not harm our 

children’s tomorrows. This has become the most 

important challenge which humanity has to solve.

– HUMAN INGENUITY: our ability to invent, innovate 

and create has moved us from day one to seek a 

better way of doing things. Ours is a constant 

exploration of the way we continually try to under-

stand and change the world. Why do we do it?  

To make sense of the planet, to change our lives,  

to gain understanding, to create new possibilities 

for our species…

  

To find the answers one first has to ask the right 

questions.

In this way, we will arrive at our final challenge: 

we must fascinate people with our stories and move 

them with our innovation and creativity.

—

We want to know what you think? We want to know 

your story!

—

Thus, the CIA is not here to tell you what to think,  

it is here to enable you to think

And then act … if you want.

The CIA was opened to the public in January 2008. We 

hope to cater to 1000 visitors daily and proudly invite you 

to take part in Guadalajara Zoo’s latest adventure.  ‹›
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